
MPB TODAY WEBINAR
Learn How to Eliminate your Grocery and 
Gasoline Bills Forever and Get Paid Doing It!

Shop at Walmart and Sam’s Club for FREE and 
Get Paid Doing It!



SOLUTION = MPB Today!





How would you like to totally 
eliminate your grocery and 
gasoline bills and get paid doing 
it?



How would you like to shop at 
Walmart and Sam’s Club for 
FREE and get paid doing it?



www.southeastern delivery.com



Per year = Your own website

ONE TIME = Pre-paid Grocery Receipt

You can shop online or by phone Immediately!





The 2x2 Super 
Follow-me Matrix
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CYCLE = $300 Referral Check + FREE Shipping
Or

$300 Commission check and a $200 Walmart Card
Refer 2 people and you are qualified for life!



Real Testimonials from REAL People! 



Your 
sponsor

Cindy Ted

Jim Bob Sue YOU

When you join MPB you purchase a $200 Pre-paid  Grocery Receipt that you can use 
To shop for brand name foods immediately and you pay the shipping on non-perishable items
from  South Eastern Delivery Company or  you can hold on to that prepaid receipt and redeem 
it for a $200 Walmart card when you cycle.  Cycling is having 6 total people in your Matrix of 
which you must have two to qualify for Matrix pay for life!  But the more people your sponsor
The more often you will cycle!  In this Example you have completed your sponsors Matrix .   



You

DianeJack

This is now what your matrix looks like. You are always at the top of your 
matrix and are only concerned with filling your 6 spots.  In this example you 
have sponsored  Jack and Diane and now you go help them get their two or 
you can fill your own matrix.  You only need 2 people to qualify to receive 
cycle pay for life.  But, the more people you personally sponsor in to MPB the 
more often you will cycle.  So don’t stop at 2! Everybody needs help these 
days!
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Now that Jack and Diane have gotten their two, your Matrix is full you have 
Cycled!   You can now order groceries with your Pre-paid grocery receipt and 
the company will pay your shipping or you can redeem it for a $200 Walmart 
Gift Card  to spend at Walmart or Sam’s  Club and a $300 commission check.  
The company pays weekly so no waiting around for your check to arrive.



You can now Shop at Walmart and 
Sam’s Club with your $200 Gift Card

•Pharmacy- No more choosing food over meds.
•Eyeglasses
•Groceries
•Oil changes
•Electronics
•Garden supplies
•New Tires
•Gasoline at Sam’s Club and some Walmarts
•You can even use your Gift card to shop online!
•Even Cell Phones and Internet service!



Your
sponsor

Jim

Now let’s take a look at where you go when you cycle off of your Matrix.  The 
computer looks for the first available position in your sponsors Matrix and 
fills it from left to right, top to bottom.  In this case your sponsor has a new 
person Jim and the next available position is to Jim’s right.  You follow your 
sponsor just like your team follows you!
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Now Jim  goes out and sponsors  Donna and Sherry.   Remember that the 
Matrix fills from left to right directly under their sponsor. You never lose 
anyone and your personally sponsored people always follow you. 

Now let’s take a look at your matrix and see what happens when your 
personally sponsored people cycle off of their Matrices.  
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Diane  cycled off of her first Matrix and the computer looked for you and 
she followed you in to the first available spot on your matrix-which fills 
from left to right top to bottom directly under you! Bill cycled off of his 
matrix and followed his sponsor Diane and Diane sponsored a new person, 
Cindy! The more people you refer to the program the more people are 
following you at any given time and you cycled more often!
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Now Jack  cycled off of his Matrix, receives his $200 Walmart card and 
$300 commission  check and  the computer looked for you and placed him 
in your current Matrix, in the first available spot to the right of Diane. 
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Now, Jack’s personally sponsored people , Ted and Alice, cycled off of their 
Matrices and followed Jack to his next Matrix which cycled you again fro the 
second time!  You receive your $200 Walmart Card and $300 commission 
check.  That’s a total so far of $600 in commissions and $400 in Walmart 
cards for a total of $1000! Not bad for bringing in just two people and 
helping them to get their two!  Now that you have cycled, the computer 
looks for your sponsor and you get placed in a new matrix, again with no 
more money out of pocket!  There is no limit to how many times you can 
cycle!  This can happen over and over again, week after week, day after day!
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Let’s take a look at how an organization or real go-getter can show up on 
your Matrix multiple times.  Let’s say that you sponsor a Church and they 
want to start a food ministry, like two of the Baptist churches we have on our 
team. The Church signs up and puts it forth to the congregation.  When the 
church cycles, they put $300 in to their coffers and break down the Walmart 
Gift Cards in to $50 or $100 increments and hand them out to the people in 
need. What a great community outreach program!  Meanwhile the 
congregation is out there referring it to others, cycling, and supporting both 
the Church and themselves at the same time
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Lucy, in the meantime, is not quite herself.  While  Lucy’s condition is   
preventing her from inviting anyone to the program, the Church is cycling 
like crazy!  Every time the church cycles it looks for your current matrix and 
the Church follows you in to the next available spot.  
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Lucy just found out she’s having a baby so she is a bit preoccupied . But the 
Church is  still cycling like crazy!  And the computer looks for where you are 
and fills the last spot in your Matrix and you cycle!  
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Again you receive a $200 Walmart Gift Card and a $300 Commission check.  
And again you have cash and a gift card to shop for whatever you want at 
Sam’s Club or Walmart!  How about that 50” Flat screen TV you always 
wanted ?  Or how about just  a new mattress? That extra income can help 
you in so many ways!

Ok, remember I said that you need two people to qualify for cycle pay for 
life? Well, let’s take a look at what at what happened to Lucy with the Church 
cycling so fast before she was able to qualify with her two people. 
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The Church is still cycling like crazy and their efforts  have also cycled Lucy before 
she was able to get her two personally sponsored people.  Here’s the great thing 
about MPB Today, Lucy NEVER loses her cycle pay.  It gets banked for her until 
she gets her two people. The minute she gets her two, she will receive her $200 
Walmart Gift Card and $300 commission check.  This is an incredible incentive for 
someone to go out and refer the program to others. If you had $500 in cash and a 
Walmart Gift Card waiting for you to collect,  I think you would be out telling 
everyone you know about this incredible program.  I know I would .  And 
remember it just takes TWO! 



NO LIMITS TO CYCLING!



•Thousands of  people are benefiting 
every day!

•Level Playing field- You can make more 
than your sponsor! 

•No monthly auto-ships or complicated 
pills, potions and lotions to learn about!

•We have an 89 year old who cycled his 
first day with NO EXPERIENCE!



•It’s Simple and Easy to do! 

•Ask yourself, how many people do you know 
that need money right now? 
These days the list is endless! 

•Can you see yourself asking people these 
two  simple questions:



•Question #1- How would you like to 
totally eliminate your  grocery and 
gasoline bills forever and get paid doing 
it?

•Question #2- How would you like to shop 
at Walmart and Sam’s Club for FREE and 
get paid doing it?



•Everybody says YES! 
Why?  Because…
Everybody Eats!
Everybody Drives!  &
Everybody Needs Money!

•Then direct them to 
one of  our webinars or live
calls and let us explain it for you! 



•Easy to sign up!  Takes 10 minutes and  
you get your own website
immediately! No waiting!
Show them the 4 minute 
video or invite them to 
our many presentations!

•For a recorded Webinar go to 
www.mpbnow.com

OR ask your inviter about the many live 
calls we have throughout the week! 
You don’t need a computer to do this!

http://www.mpbnow.com/�


Get back to the person who 
invited you to this Webinar and 
tell them you are ready to get 
started!
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